
How to build, monitor and 
measure inclusive value chains



Defining Inclusiveness

Inclusiveness means different things to different people:

• Different entry points

• Different levels of inclusiveness

Inclusiveness builds 
on mutual trust 
between actors, 
proper incentives 
for long-

A win-win 
relationship between 
smallholder farmers 

and businesses

term engagement in the value 
chain, transfer of skills, and a 
balancing of power in decision-
making within the value chain.

Seas of Change initiative, 2014

Inclusiveness can be 
an unintended 
consequence of the 
company’s 
business. Or the
company can purposefully make a 
decision to place equal value on 
creating social outcomes and 
revenue in its business strategy.

Grow Asia, 2015



Building inclusive value chains

A toolkit
to build inclusive commercial 

relationships that link rural 

producers with modern markets.



Public Private Partnerships: Only for the 
well-off? 

Evidence from the Productive Alliances 
Program in Colombia

LINK origins

Mexico (2)
Haiti (2)

Guatemala (2)
Honduras (6)

Nicaragua (15)
Colombia (10)

Ecuador (4) 
Peru (5)

Bolivia (2)



4 key steps



Tool 1: The value chain map



Example: coffee value chain in Honduras



From value chain to business model

Business model

Value chain



Tool 2: The business model canvas

Adapted from: Osterwalder, A., Pigneur, Y., 2010, Business Model Generation



1. Chain-wide 
collaboration

_______________

Do actors share the 
same goals?

Do actors exchange 
information 
regularly?

Are there structures 
in place to motivate 
collaboration or 
shared problem 
solving? 

Is there one or more 
“champions” who 
will lead the process 
of co-innovation?

Do all actors 
understand and 
acknowledge the 
interdependence of 
the trading 
relationship?

2. Effective 
market linkages

_______________

Are trading relations 
stable?

Are trading relations 
profitable?

Do actors take 
advantage of market 
opportunities?

Do actors respond 
quickly enough to the 
changing needs of 
clients?

3. Fair and 
transparent 
governance

_______________

Are sale/purchase 
volumes and prices 
communicated 
clearly?

Are quality 
standards clear and 
consistent across 
the chain? 

Are risks understood 
and shared 
proportionately 
along the chain? 

Are trading 
relationships based 
on formal contracts 
or clear informal 
agreements?

4. Equitable  
access to 
services

_______________

Do producers have 
access to technical 
support services 
provided by the 
buyer or an indirect 
actor?

Do producers have 
timely access to 
market information 
provided by the 
buyer or an indirect 
actor?

Do producers have 
access to financial 
services provided 
by the buyer or an 
indirect actor?

5. Inclusive 
innovation

_______________

Are innovation 
processes carried out 
collaboratively?

Who participates and 
why?

If innovation is 
evident, who gains 
from the results? 

Are there profit-
sharing mechanisms 
in place? 

Are small-scale 
producers 
encouraged to 
participate in 
inclusive innovation?

6. Measurement 
of outcomes

_______________

Have indicators been 
established that will 
measure the success 
of the business 
relationship?

Are the results of the 
business relationship 
measured 
frequently?

Are there feedback 
loops in place  to 
guarantee effective 
chain-wide 
management and 
decision-making?

Tool 3: The New Business Model principles
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Principio 1: Colaboración
Entre Actores

Principio 2: Vinculación
Effectiva Al Mercado

Principio 3: Gobernanza
Transparente y

Consistente

Principio 4: Acceso
Equitativo a Servicios

Principio 5: Inovación
Inclusiva

Principio 6: Medición de
Resultados

OP: Agroaguadas AC: Alpina

Principle 1: Collaboration 

between actors
Principle 1: Collaboration 

between actors

Principle 2: Effective 

market linkages
Principle 2: Effective 

market linkages

Principle 3: Transparent 

governance

Principle 4: Equitable 

access to services

Principle 5: Inclusive 

innovation

Principle 6: Measurement 

of results

PO: BO:

Example: Perception of inclusion between AGROAGUADAS & Alpina



Example: Perceived levels of inclusion in successful PPPs



Tool 4: The prototype cycle



Monitor and evaluate the prototype cycle



Need for measurement and learning

Proper measurement of results is key to enable 

value chain actors to make the right decisions



Learning alliance

Bridging research and development for:

• Faster learning about what works, where, for whom 
and under what conditions

• Improved approaches, methods and tools

• Better program design

• More effective development interventions

• Robust evidence to document results and influence 
others



Learning alliance

Targeted Action 

research

Capacities development and 

Knowledge management

Policy incidence and

Decision making toward performance



Learning cycle



• Across several countries: Vietnam, Cambodia, 
Myanmar, Indonesia, Philippines

• Initial focus on Inclusive Business (first learning cycle) 
but possibility to expand to other topics

• Process is starting with CIAT and Heifer – Need to 
expand to other development practitioners and 
research organizations

A learning alliance in SEA



THANK YOU


